MICAH’s 4th Annual Public Meeting
Sunday October 24th, 2021
4:00pm-5:30pm
Rules of the Day
Between now and 5:30pm, we will be broadcasting the 4th Annual Public Meeting of
Memphis Interfaith Coalition for Action & Hope. This is a public meeting of MICAH
between coalition partners, who have spent hundreds of hours discussing and
forming positions on our issues, and some of our community’s elected and public
officials. Those decision makers who have been invited to come before us today
have all been advised on MICAH’s key issues and have been provided, in advance,
any questions or asks which will be addressed directly to them. Any of the public
officials who do not appear today but to whom an ask has been directed have been
invited to participate and to answer the specific ask. It was their choice not to
appear to answer MICAH today.
●

Due to time constraints, decision makers will not be given time to speak,
outside of answering whether they agree to work with MICAH on the
solutions to the issues in MICAH’s platform with a yes or no and one
additional sentence.

●

We invite and encourage participants and viewers to share their reactions in
the comments/chat section of the broadcast, however no official questions
or responses to community comments will be taken/given via the chat
sections. We ask that all community members and decision makers be shown
respect in this format.

●

Please note that 2022 candidates for elected office are asked not to share
any campaign information in the comments and/or posts of the public
meeting on any platform.

MICAH is nonpartisan. Any official called upon today is being chosen based on the
issues, not partisanship. MICAH does not endorse or support any particular
candidate or party but attempts to work with all office holders to further the issues
important to our community.

Thank you for respecting these rules.

